HIST 732d: Colloquium on the French Revolution and Napoleonic Era

Gregory Brown; gbrown@unlv.nevada.edu; 895-4181

W 4 – 6:45pm, WRI C225

NB. Students enrolled in HIST 732d who are new to the topic of the French Revolution are recommended (though not required) to attend lectures for HIST 462 to be delivered on M and W 11:30 – 12:45 in CBC C224.

Required for students in HIST 732d (paperbacks are ordered through bookstore)

2. P. Hanson, Contesting the French Revolution (978-1405160841)
4. H. Brown, Ending the French Revolution: Violence, Justice and Repression from the Terror to Napoleon (978-0813927299)

Required for students in HIST 462/662; Recommended for HIST 732d (paperbacks are ordered through bookstore)

5. T. Tackett, Becoming a Revolutionary: The Deputies of the National Assembly and the Emergence of a Revolutionary Culture (9780271028880)

Optional readings for HIST 732d students(not ordered for bookstore; on reserve at Lied)

6. P. Campbell et al., Conspiracy in the French Revolution (2009)